1. List the provisions of the land use code that allows the proposal.
   - Section 17G.080.040
   - Section 17C.110.030
   - SMC 17C.110.310

2. Please explain how the proposal is consistent with the comprehensive plan designation and goals, objectives and policies for the property.

   Comprehensive Plan Consistency
   a. LU1.1 – “...a variety of compatible housing types are allowed in a neighborhood. The housing assortment should include higher density residences developed in the form of small scale....”
   b. LU1.3 – Preserve Character of Single Family Neighborhoods
      1. This project enhances the existing character of the neighborhood.
   c. LU1.4 – “Direct new higher density residential uses to centers and corridors designated on the land use plan map.... Higher density residential uses in centers range from multi-story condominiums and apartments in the middle to small-lot homes at the edge.”
      1. We consider the property to be on the edge.
   d. LU3 – Efficient Land Use
      1. “Goal: Promote the efficient use of land by the used of incentives, density and mixed-use development in proximity to retail businesses, public services, places of work, and transportation systems.” The Comprehensive Plan seeks to increase density in centers and corridors. While this property is 1 block off of Southeast Boulevard, it is also 1 block off of Perry street and only minutes to downtown Spokane either by bus, car, or bicycle. By building 6 smaller homes on this lot we are increasing the tax base inside the city while still maintaining the character and scale of the neighborhood and utilizing existing infrastructure.
   e. LU3.11 – Compact Residential Patterns
      1. “Allow more compact and affordable housing in all neighborhoods, in accordance with neighborhood-based design guidelines.”
   f. LU3.12 – “Discussion: One of the ways to use the remaining usable land more efficiently is to increase the overall housing density.” This project preserves open space by seeking to utilize infill lots. It also puts development where infrastructure already exists
   g. LU4.2 – Land Uses That Support Travel Options
      1. “Provide a compatible mix of housing and commercial uses in neighborhood centers...”
h. LU4.4 – Connections
   1. “Design residential...development that takes into consideration the connections, both vehicular and pedestrian, to adjoining sites to reduce personal automobile trips.” This project is close enough to a center that the inhabitants can walk there.

i. LU5 – Development Character
   1. “Goal: Promote development in a manner that is attractive, complementary, and compatible with other land uses.” The Comp. Plan calls for the addition of different types of housing for the increasing variety of lifestyles and living habits.

j. LU5.1 – Built and Natural Environment
   1. “Ensure that developments are sensitive...and enhance the quality of the built and natural environment”. This project seeks to preserve a healthy stand of trees.

k. LU5.2 – Environmental Quality Enhancement
   1. “Ensure the provision of adequate landscaping and other site design features...”. There will be a landscape buffer along the easement portion of the project.

l. LU5.3 – Offsite Impacts
   1. “Ensure that off-street parking, access, and loading facilities do not adversely impact the surrounding area.” A natural feature of the property is that it is elevated above the sidewalk, reducing the visibility of the small parking area and the common green space.

m. LU5.4 – Natural Features and Habitat Protection
   1. “To encourage conservation of natural features and habitat protection, development regulations should be established that allow clustering of development at higher densities than otherwise allowed...” Although the Comprehensive plan calls for the downzoning of this property, it also will allow for similar development of this size on this piece of property without the need for a PUD application

n. LU5.5 – Compatible Development
   1. “Ensure that infill and redevelopment projects are well-designed and compatible with surrounding uses...” The plan for this property has been developed over the course of a full year, having paid attention to the change of seasons, sun patterns, surrounding neighborhood dynamics and overall contextual relationship with the surroundings, both at a local as well as regional level.

o. TR3.6 – Use of Design
   1. “Facilitate the acceptance of densities that support alternative modes of transportation...” This project lies only one block in either direction of STA bus lines.

3. Please explain how the proposal meets the concurrency requirements of SMC Chapter 17D.010.
The Subject property is within the city limits, less than ¼ mile from a CC1 Zone, and benefits from all services listed in section 17D.010.010. All utilities and city services are available to the property. This is an ‘in-fill’ lot, meaning that it is a parcel that resides within the city limits, within an existing developed neighborhood, which has not yet been built on. Existing transportation systems, public facilities and services in the area are adequate to support the proposed development. No improvements to the transportation systems, public facilities and services are necessary as a result of the proposal.

4. If approval of a site plan is required, demonstrate how the property is suitable for the proposed use and site plan. Consider the following: physical characteristics of the property, including but not limited to size, shape, location, topography, soils, slope, drainage characteristics, the existence of ground or surface water and the existence of natural, historic or cultural features.

   Characteristics of the property that make it suitable for the proposed use:
   
   a. The property consists of a treed “plateau” of broken rock and soil at the northeast corner of 15th and Ivory.
   
   b. The property is approximately 183’-0” (E. to W.) by 140’-0” (N. to S.), or a little over 25,600 s.f.. The property also includes an easement for ingress, egress and utilities over the west 45’-0” of Lot 6 – the adjacent lot to the east of the proposal. The project seeks to build a total of 6 homes on almost 3/4 acre.
   
   c. In general, the property tends to drain to the North and East of the property but is fairly flat and will be graded to retain runoff. No standing water was observed when investigating the property after a series of strong rain showers.
   
   d. There is a rock wall along the west lot line of the property that was built long ago. Parts of it are currently crumbling or falling down. This rock wall will be dismantled and then rebuilt during the construction process. There are numerous trees that have matured too closely to the wall and those that are in danger of falling will be removed. This will also help preserve the wall when it is rebuilt. Other than the wall, there have been no other historical features located.
   
   e. The plan shows at least 12 mature trees of between 10” and 32” that are proposed to be retained as a result of the plan.

5. Please explain any significant adverse impact on the environment or the surrounding properties the proposal will have and any necessary conditions that can be placed on the proposal to avoid significant effects or interference with the use of neighboring property or the surrounding area, considering the design and intensity of the proposed use.

   This project has been in development for over 12 years because the proponent has taken great pains to ensure that the project is compatible with the neighborhood. 56 different design concepts were developed for the project, each one analyzed to determine the impact on neighboring residences and the built and natural environments surrounding it. The density on this block is currently below the average density of surrounding blocks and even with the addition of these 6 new townhomes the block will remain less dense than similar sized blocks surrounding the subject.
parcel. We do not believe that any conditions or restrictions need to be placed on the project as proposed.